
Evaluating the Effectiveness of Stop Lines
Through an extensive safety 

study and a before-after 

field observation, 

researchers examined 

stop lines as a safety 

feature at stop-controlled 

intersections. They showed 

that the assumed safety 

effects of stop lines as 

a means of influencing 

driver behavior are not well 

supported by the evidence. 
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Video cameras were set up to 
record intersection traffic before 
and after the installation of stop 
lines for the observational field 

study.

What Was the Need?
Across Minnesota and the nation, the most common road-
way geometry is the stop-controlled intersection, with 
the stop sign as the most common form of traffic control. 
Although it is not required, the stop line is often com-
bined with a stop sign to indicate where drivers must stop 
before they enter the conflicting traffic lane. The Manual 
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) states that 
the stop line must be solid white and measure between 
12 and 24 inches wide. The marking is most often a paint-
ed latex line, while thermoplastic lines are also common. 

Citizens often request stop lines for intersections with 
frequent stop sign violations. Although one stop line is 
not an expensive addition, maintaining them at hundreds 
of intersections can become a sizable expense for lo-
cal agencies. One Minnesota city estimated that annual 
maintenance cost approximately $1,000 per intersection. 
Further, because of the state’s harsh winters, stop lines in 
Minnesota last only a few years. 

There is little research on this pavement marking’s effect on driver behavior; its bene-
fits are assumed, not proven. MnDOT and local agencies wanted to learn the definitive 
effects of stop lines, both as a possible influence on crash reduction and also on driver 
response at stop-controlled intersections. 

What Was Our Goal?
The main objective of this project was to determine the safety effects of stop lines at 
stop-controlled intersections. A primary practical goal was to give local agency traffic 
engineers definitive data that would allow them to make informed and cost-effective 
decisions regarding stop line installation and maintenance. 

What Did We Do?
The project began with a literature search to determine the effects of stop lines at 
stop-controlled intersections. Then researchers investigated whether there are quanti-
fiable and statistically significant performance measures showing that stop lines have 
a positive effect on intersection safety through two research efforts: a cross-sectional 
safety study and an observational before-after field study. Both studies were guided by 
the following questions:

• Do stop lines have an effect on crashes?

• Do stop lines have an effect on overall driver behavior? 

• Do stop lines affect where drivers stop, if they stop? 

Cross-sectional safety study. This study developed models to relate expected crash 
frequency to relevant site characteristics, including the presence of stop lines. Research-
ers examined all the non-all-way stop-controlled intersections in five metro area cities: 
Richfield (1,053), Edina (731), Roseville (536), St. Louis Park (616) and Golden Valley 
(337). They obtained geographic information system (GIS) shapefiles, crash databases, 
MnDOT’s annual average daily traffic data, street names, MnGEO Geospatial Image 
Service and Google historical view imagery, and similar data for these intersections. 
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Then they collected stop line and/or crosswalk data for the cities’ intersections be-
tween 2004 and 2018, accumulating more than 14,000 approach-years (the number of 
stop-controlled approaches multiplied by the number of years examined). This large 
sample formed the basis of the safety study. Researchers closely examined detailed fea-
tures of each intersection by year, including signs and lines, speed limits, available sight 
distances and whether they were adequate, and crash locations.

Observational before-after field study. With the Technical Advisory Panel’s assis-
tance, researchers selected 23 stop-controlled intersections in several cities without 
stop lines. They installed video cameras, recording normal traffic for two weeks. Stop 
lines were then installed. After a two-week period to allow driver familiarity, researchers 
resumed collecting video of drivers’ responses to the new stop lines for another two 
weeks. Sixteen of the filmed intersections were used in the final before-after evaluation. 

Researchers installed stop lines at 23 intersections as part of an observational 
before-after field study. Video of drivers’ responses to the new stop lines were 
compared to previous recordings of the intersections without the stop lines.

What Was the Result? 
The literature search showed that before this project, there were no studies of the 
effects of stop lines on driver behavior. 

The main finding from the cross-sectional safety study was that the presence of a stop 
line showed no association with crash occurrence when used as the sole predictor.

The observational before-after field study showed that in all cases, both before and after 
line installations, drivers stopped 10 feet or more after the stop line or stop sign. The 
more space there was between the line or sign and the edge of the conflicting driving 
lane, the more drivers ignored the stop line. Some cases showed drivers stopping even 
closer to the conflicting lane than before. Some “rolling stops” became slower rolling 
stops. Researchers concluded that while the marking has some effect, most frequently it 
is not the predicted or desired effect. 

What’s Next?
This research will be made available to local agencies, where traffic engineers may use 
its results to consider that the expense of installing and maintaining stop lines may be 
more effectively applied toward other means to influence drivers’ behavior at stop- 
controlled intersections.

“The benefit of this study 
is that the installation of 
stop lines doesn’t directly 
correlate to improving 
traffic safety. By no longer 
installing and maintaining 
stop lines, agencies can 
allocate more funding 
elsewhere for proven 
safety improvements.”

—Nick Bauler, Traffic 
Safety Coordinator, City 
of Edina 

“This project conducted 
a comprehensive 
investigation into the 
safety effects of stop 
lines at two-way 
stop-controlled 
intersections, providing 
planners and engineers 
more robust data to use 
when considering whether 
or not to implement them.”

—John Hourdos,
Director, Minnesota Traffic 
Observatory, University of 
Minnesota

This Technical Summary pertains to Report 2020-17, “Evaluation of the Effectiveness of 
Stop Lines in Increasing the Safety of Stop-Controlled Intersections,” published July 2020. 
The full report can be accessed at mndot.gov/research/reports/2020/202017.pdf.
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